One of the pivotal themes of the Soviet translation school in the 1930-1960s 
Introduction
Ideological underpinnings of the Soviet school of translation have been addressed in seminal works by S. Witt (Witt, 2017; Witt, 2016) , B. J. Baer (Baer, 2016) , S. Witt and B. J. Baer (2017) , S. Sherry (Sherry, 2015) , A. Azov (2013) . This complex issue has been studied in various aspects, including "ideologization of norms" (Witt, 2013) , practices of indirect literary translation (Witt, 2017) , the role of publishing politics in establishing ideological trends in literary translation (Khomitsky, 2013) , the impact of socialist realism and publishing practices on the translation of children's literature (Inggs, 2015) , etc. The pivotal theme in the discussion of the ideology of the Soviet translation school is the application of principles of socialist realism to translation theory and practice. The debate on translation in the 1930-1960s was embedded within the literary processes and the discussion on the principles of socialist art in general and its "struggle" against "formalism" and "naturalism". Starting from the end of the 1930s, the terms "formalism" and "naturalism" were used to characterize translation thus forming the core of a new translation ideology: "A bad translator, the one who pays close attention to the shades of the meaning of each word of the original, is a naturalist.
A bad translator, the one who reproduces unusual stylistic or poetic techniques of the original is a formalist. <...> On the value axis of Soviet criticism, the opposite of naturalism and formalism was socialist realism. It is therefore quite natural that a good translator was eventually proclaimed a realist translator, and a good method of literary translation was proclaimed a realistic method" (Azov, 2013: 42) .
This ideological paradigm has been examined in relation to 20 th century translations.
However, one aspect of the twentieth-century "Soviet translation ideology" (Witt, 143) remains understudied. The campaign against formalism and literalism (bukvalizm) and the promotion of realistic translation (realisticheskii perevod), the pivot of the Soviet translation ideology, was retrospectively "transposed" onto the 19 th -century literary translation and entailed the ideologization of the 19 th -century debates on translation principles and practices. During the 1930 th -century translation practices were conceptualized as a confrontation of aesthetic (reactionist) and democratic (revolutionary) translation "camps" and much effort was put into finding the predecessors of realistic translation. These attempts were in line with the major trends of socialist literary ideology and the interpretation of the history of art in general.
In the 1920s and the beginning of the 1930s, the practice of rendering formal features of the source text was generally conceptualized as a positive trend. Moreover, as opposed to the low-quality "mass translations" (massovye perevody) of the end of the th century, the focus on various aspects of the "form" of the original was recognized the state of the art of translation practice. Later on, Chukovsky characterized this practice with a certain amount of dispraise: "It was at that time (in the 1920s and 1930s) that a fetishist attitude to the so-called equilinearity (ekvilinearnost) and equirhythmism (ekviritmiya) in verse translations gained a footing. A strict requirement was put forward, demanding that every translated poem, be a tragedy or a love romance, should contain a number of lines equal to those of the original, and that the rhythm of each line of the translation should correspond to the rhythm of the same original line. This claim, in itself, was highly useful: it marked the end of that loose highhandedness that unrestrictedly prevailed in translations of the past era" (Chukovsky, 1988:185) .
Formalism in translation, generally interpreted as a method to create an "authentic" Russian version of a foreign author's text, was generally regarded as a progressive technique. This was the reason why, for instance, Anna Radlova's translations were such a success -they were always favourably reviewed, and Literaturnaia entsiklopediia [Literary encyclopedia] called them masterpieces in the 1930s. In general, researchers of the 1920s and 1930s tend to be critical about the desire to reduce distinctive features of the original to "elementary intonations" (Chukovsky) , to erase the signs of "foreignness" in translations via stylistic adaptation, to the use of elements that "adapt" the original for a new language environment ("wrapping material", as A. Fedorov put it), and about the modernization of translations. This kind of criticism was often expressed in the analysis of translations of the mid-19 th century. wild, frantic and sometimes even monstrously ugly to an unaccustomed reader. Many see it as a vice -not unlike drinking or fornication -and they try to wash this filth from Shakespeare's works via their translations" (Chukovsky, 1936: 167) . Fedorov expresses similar thoughts touching on issues of phonetics and poetry. In his article "The sound form in verse translation" he essentially frames one of the theses of literalism in 20th-century terms: "The tasks that a translator sets for himself may be different: along with the intention to create a functionally adequate form, another intention may come into play -to give a foreign ring to a translation, to use foreign metric techniques, or at least a desire to leave a hint of such techniques" (Fedorov, 1928: 53) .
At the same time, Russian translation studies of the 1930s see the development of stereotypical ideas about the state and evolution of the Russian translation culture in the mid-19 th century. These stereotypes are primarily connected with the ideological opposition of "aesthetic" (reactionist) and "democratic" (revolutionary) trends in Russian literature and criticism, which divided translators into two "ideological camps" -an extremely popular expression in Soviet translation studies. In the 1920s
and 1930s, this division was only emerging, and translations seeking formal accuracy
were not subjected to unconditional criticism. Alekseev describes different trends in the development of translation in the mid-19 th century as being equal: "Translation efforts intensify again in the 1960s. Using translation for ideological propaganda, translators from the heterogeneous intelligentsia not only skillfully select the works they need from foreign literature -works that acquire a new meaning in the current Russian sociopolitical environment -but they also alter those texts with the same purposes in mind <...>. However, in the same era, aristocratic writers with their inherent culture of foreign speech preserve the tradition of careful treatment of texts, going as far as protecting the principle of literal translation, as they are not interested in using foreign literature as a means of ideological propaganda and treat it as an object of pure aesthetic admiration" (Alekseev, 1934: 523-524) . Following the current trend, the researcher also adds: "The application of this method resulted in heavy and inadequate literalism, with grammatical and metrical irregularities, incorrect accents, etc." (Alekseev, 1934: 524) .
We have to add that Alekseev never mentions this division of translators in his later works; however, it is picked up by other researchers, such as Zhinkin (1934: 141) , Lann (1939) and others, and it quickly turns into a generally accepted ideological Maykov and others) is downplayed. Researchers pay special attention to revolutionary democrats' views on translation (Fedorov, 1968: 71-84, 57 ), even to their personal opinion on the subject, while detailed reasoning of other authors' translation principles is ignored or interpreted from an ideological perspective, revealing their "false" nature.
As a result, some translation trends are presented as natural and "correct", while others are seen as incidental and "false". The very idea of the "correct" and "false" nature of trends is typical of the Soviet translation discourse and is based on ideology. This trend remains relevant until the 1980s.
Compared with the 1930s, Fedorov, the author of brilliant articles on translation, also significantly changes his views 30 years later. This is what he writes in the 1960s -a thesis that subsequently becomes a commonplace in Soviet studies on the history of the Russian translation: "The middle of the 19 th century was the time of a bitter ideological and political struggle in Russian literature, a struggle between writers from various social classes (raznochintsy), the bearers of revolutionary democratic principles, who believed that art was to serve the people, on the one hand, and representatives of the reactionary nobility and liberal intelligentsia who believed in 'art for the sake of art', on the other. This struggle left a peculiar mark on translation." (Fedorov, 1968: 67) . P. Toper expresses similar ideas in a related conceptual paradigm, saying that "anti-realism" is equal to antipopular ideas: "The main struggle in the field of translation in the 1960s
was the same as in any other creative field: the struggle between supporters of socially important, popular and realistic art -Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov's idea -and the antirealistic, antipopular movement of 'art for the sake of art'" (Toper, 1955: 81) . Gachicheladze (1970: 30-31) Mey turned to Heine's love poems or his historical ballads, with Fet also focusing on the individualistic and contemplative side of Goethe's philosophical poetry" (Fedorov, 1968: 67-68) . However, even if representatives of the opposing camps had the same interests in the selection of poems to translate, "the translated material was interpreted and delivered in different ways, following the difference in their approaches towards the original" (Fedorov, 1968: 68) . The desire to interpret the activity of translators from a given ideological perspective often results in biased views on specific translation practices, which, however, are built into the general ideological paradigm of socialist realism.
th century predecessors of 'realistic translation'
The division of translators into "ideological camps" and the criticism of literalism as an attribute of the reactionary camp is supplemented in Soviet translation studies with the idea that a so-called "realistic translation" is emerging in Russia of the second third of the 19 th century. According to the ideology of the Soviet translation school, it is the precursor of the then-dominant realistic translation theory. This leads researchers to creating a model of the development of translation that follows the "classicismromanticism -realism" pattern typically used in literary and art criticism.
The concept of "realistic translation" is proposed by Kashkin (1954 Kashkin ( , 1955 as the most advanced translation principle that corresponds to the method of socialist realism.
Kashkin's ideas are elaborated by Gachicheladze in his doctoral thesis and in several monographs, where he sets out the concept of realistic translation in the context of Lenin's theory of reflection: "... a realistic translator, following the laws of realism in art (the reflection of everything characteristic and typical in form and content, the re-creation of their unity) reflects the artistic substance of the original, and verbal, or rather stylistic, correspondences only help achieve authenticity, and do not impose their will" (Gachicheladze, 1980: 127) .
Other researchers transpose the notion of "realistic translation" into the history of translation. At first glance, it is quite easy to do that, especially since both Russian Other researchers seek to identify specific typological features of the realistic translation of the mid-19 th century. To name but a few, this strategy was used by Aznaurova (1955) and Toper (1955) formalism" (Fedorov, 1960: 21) . (Etkind, 1973: 241-242) . The first translation is governed by the genre, the second one follows the translator's personal view of "his own ideal", and the third one is based on appreciation of national and historical background of the original. The researcher's theory does not account for the fact that a translator may be guided by not only an "idea", an "ideal" or an "imaginary to what is now called comparative stylistics" (Levin, 1985: 127 Mikhailov's work, for instance).
We should also note that such definitions of realistic translation in Soviet translation studies traditionally use rhetorical figures that do not actually explain anything.
Speaking of Druzhinin's translations, Levin emphasizes that any simplifications and stylistic leveling of a given text have but one goal: it is vital that the translation should "produce the same impression on Russian readers as the original does on English ones" (Levin, 1968: 17) . Such psychologization of argumentation, i.e. the search for signs of "good" (that is to say, realistic) translation in the reproduction of the original's effect, is very common in Russian translation studies.
The importance of "realistic interpretation" of Shakespeare in Russian translations of the middle of the 19th century is repeatedly exaggerated in Russian translation studies as well. The fundamental collective study of Shakespeares' translations into Russian Shakespeare and Russian Culture (Alekseev, 1965) demonstrates that this thesis is in fact inadequate. Part five of this study is entitled "On the road to a realistic interpretation of Shakespeare", which leads the reader to expect that the next chapter on the 1860s, when efforts of the revolutionary democrats intensified, discusses the realistic interpretation of Shakespeare's works. However, this period in the development of Russian translations of Shakespeare is just chronologically designated as 'the sixties'. The next chapter on the 1870s is called "In the spirit of realism" (Rovda) , and it centers around translations by Shulgin, Danilevsky, Sokolovsky, Kholodkovsky, Gerbel, Kuskov, and others. The researcher rightfully believes that translations done "in the spirit of realism" tend to "make improvements" to Shakespeare's texts and to "even out" the original in terms of its vocabulary, style, meter and rhythm. They leave an impression of "taking Shakespearian poetry down to the level of trivial tastes of a philistine Russian reader" (Rovda, 1965: 561) . Rovda also notes that "Despite the author's desire to make them close to the original and to convey its spirit, Shulgin's translations do not meet these conditions; the translator does not fully understand all the subtleties of the original and cannot impart a stylistic unity to his translation" (Rovda, 1965: 557) ; "The most interesting and notable figure among Shakespeare's translators <...> was Sokolovsky, who had previously translated Shakespeare for Nekrasov and Gerbel's publication. <...> Despite his enormous work, Sokolovsky's translations did not become a significant milestone in the exploration of Shakespeare's works..." (Rovda, 1965: 557) . The notion of "realistic translation"
acquires a more specific, although still rather vague, meaning in opposition with the concept of literalism. Therefore, Rovda concludes that Sokolovsky is "an enemy of literalism". This opposition allows us to see some of the merits of his translations.
Thus, either realistic translations of Shakespeare do not coincide in time with realistic interpretation of his texts or they represent the most lackluster part of Shakespeare's translations into Russian.
In his polemic with Levin in the 1970s, Shor proposes a typological, as opposed to a historical, interpretation of translation. He expresses doubts about the effectiveness of drawing parallels between the history of translation and the history of original literature, and he uses concrete facts to prove the inconsistency of the "classicismromanticism -realism" pattern when applied to translated literature (Shor, 1973: 283) .
Etkind is critical of Kashkin's "curious theory" (Etkind, 1959: 133) . is not about the lack of talent in general, but about false views on translation or, to essentially rephrase the same idea, it is about a mediocre translation talent..." (Toper, 2001: 99) . Overall, it can be argued that the search for predecessors of the 19 th -century realistic translation has ideological underpinnings in Soviet translation studies. This approach leads researchers to creating a model of the development of translation that follows the "classicism -romanticism -realism" pattern, which is typically used in literary and art criticism and corresponds to the ideology of the Soviet school of translation.
Conclusion
The predominant trend in Soviet translation studies is to ideologize the history of Russian translation of the 19 th century, which leads to the division of translators into opposing "ideological camps" ("democratic" and "aesthetic"), which are guided, respectively, by "correct" and "false" translation principles. This interpretation results in biased judgments on certain translation practices and on the work of some translators. The choice of works to be translated is also determined by ideology.
Focusing on the foreign text is declared a "false" strategy, and the only "correct" way to go about a translation is catering for its readers' stylistic preferences in order to make original works available to a mass readership. This results in researchers following a simplified historical and literary interpretation of the history of translation in Russia,
where the development of literary translation boils down to the traditional pattern of "classicism -romanticism -realism". Researchers offer various interpretations of the notions of "romantic" and "realistic" translation, and this opposition finds meaning in the contrast between "false" and "correct" principles employed by translators from the democratic (revolutionary) and aesthetic (reactionary) "ideological camps".
